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Above: Green catbird (Ailuroedus crassirostris) at WLT sanctuary Thylogale Nature Refuge Photo courtesy of Evan Quartermain

Milestones passed, more species protected by new sanctuaries
The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) has grown at
an encouraging pace since last edition, with
29 new member sanctuaries taking us to a
total of 329 covering some 42,918 wildlifefriendly hectares across Australia.
And two milestones deserve extra attention:
our 100th Queensland sanctuary and our
first in the Northern Territory.
This growth has necessitated further staff
support, and we welcome Humane Society
International’s Jessica Morris to the Wildlife
Land Trust team. With more hands on deck
we hope to initiate a membership push and
progress with some exciting initiatives we
have on the table.

The WLT has participated in and been
encouraged by the popularity of some recent
private land conservation events, including the
NSW Land for Wildlife forum and a Queensland
Trust for Nature conference. We’re also a key
player in current biodiversity law reform in
NSW, fighting for major investment in
conservation landholder support.
While in Brisbane to discuss wildlife and
habitat protection issues with the Queensland
Government in July I was fortunate to visit
several WLT members, and would like to thank
everyone for their generosity and hospitality.
Hope you enjoy Wildlife Lands 16!
Evan Quartermain
WLT Senior Program Manager
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Below: Jarowair is worth shouting about

Brendon and Judi Gray
Jarowair
QUEENSLAND
We purchased Jarowair (named after the local aboriginal tribe)
almost 10 years ago, with the intention of regenerating native flora
for wildlife and building our home. Formerly a 7.5 hectare grazing
block, it featured a dry creek and predominantly ironbark and grey
box trees.
It wasn’t long before we saw our first koala (which was extremely
exciting), though red-necked wallabies, eastern brown snakes and
noisy miners were initially the animals most seen.
We began tree planting with lots of trial and error, but quickly sought
expert advice on ideal native plants that would survive intense
droughts and frosts. Since then we’ve planted a variety of trees,
particularly Eucalyptus tereticornis as it’s a local koala favourite.
We came to live at the property full-time in 2009 and immediately
noticed more of the amazing animals that call our patch home;
the extensive wildlife resident on our small woodland patch never
ceases to amaze us. So far we’ve recorded 15 species of frogs,
four species of native geckoes, 11 types of lizards, 14 species of
snakes, plenty of birds, and sugar, squirrel and feathertail gliders,
to name a few. Our list continues to grow with owlet nightjars
and powerful owls being recent additions.

Over the years we have installed 26 nest boxes of various sizes for
possums, gliders, birds and microbats, and Jarowair has been used
as a release site for local wildlife including brushtail possums and
blue-tongue lizards.
We feel blessed to be able to live in a place where we see wildlife
on a daily basis, and joined the Wildlife Land Trust after hearing
about it from a friend. The ethos fits with our vision and we proudly
display the sign at the front of the property.
Although we have owned Jarowair for almost 10 years, it sometimes
feels like we are just beginning the journey, and our plans include
planting more eucalypts for koalas and smaller shrubs for birds
and reptiles.

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
Returning to South Australia after six years interstate, we were
looking to find somewhere in the Adelaide Hills that was commutable
to work in Adelaide but still offered privacy, peace and quiet—and
most importantly—bushland. Our ten hectares in the Highland
Valley ticked all the boxes.
It has three hectares of fenced paddocks, with the remainder native
bushland under a Heritage Agreement for ongoing protection. And,
with several like-minded property owners on the road, it is part
of a significant wildlife corridor.
The bushland has some beautiful old red gums and an array of other
eucalypts and many sheoaks. There is a grove of Xanthorrhoea
alongside a track that leads through the property as well as an
impressive old wedge-tailed eagle nest in one of the dead trees.
Rock faces and high vantage points provide stunning views across
the valleys to the Bugle Ranges where you can take in extraordinarily
colourful sunsets.

Keep up with what’s going on at Jarowair at:
jarowairourpatch.blogspot.com.au

cockatoos, musk lorikeets and other parrots. The native gardens
around the house attract eastern spinebills, blue wrens and New
Holland honeyeaters, just to name a few.
An old studio in the centre of the block is occupied by a 7-foot
Murray Darling carpet python, likely a survivor of many that were
bred and released by a fellow local wildlife enthusiast. Eastern brown
and red-bellied black snakes and several varieties of dragons and
skinks also reside here. Rodwell Creek runs along the bottom
boundary and has a population of endangered river black fish.
Michelle and Darren’s Refuge is currently for sale, see
wildlifelandtrust.org.au/for-sale

This is a perfect habitat for an array of wildlife and we often see
wallaroos and eastern grey kangaroos traversing the property,
while in summer families of shingleback lizards are constant
companions around the house and gardens. The red gums at the
front of the house are home to a female brushtail possum who likes
to show off her young, as well as rosellas, galahs, sulphur-crested

Michelle Cox and Darren Pegram
Michelle and Darren’s Refuge
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
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ten hectares of perfection comes with a python

Below: Winterbrae offers protection—but also needs it

Scott Dibsdale and Sharon Dray-Dibsdale
Winterbrae
NEW SOUTH WALES
Though listed as the owners we have only to wake to fresh wombat
poo totems placed strategically around the campsite to remind us
who really owns this place.
And we’ve loved it since we read the real estate brief five years ago:
“Covers 40.39 hectares of virgin scrub, heavily wooded, steeply
undulating, worthless for farming or commercial use.”
One of a few small pockets of dwindling wilderness amid farming
and logging in the area, it’s the only one that precludes shooters
and as there is only a wooden cabin in a small campsite with a
rough access track, even we are just ‘visitors’.
Wildlife has steadily found its way back to the safety of the dense
snow gums and wattles. Fat, happy wombats live among the lush
ferny creek beds and we have made a home for a couple of rescues.
We love the swamp wallabies that spy on us from the shade and
the ‘beefcake’ eastern grey that welcomes us from the ridge when
we visit.
It’s a joy to sit under snowy gums while gang-gang cockatoos teach
their babies to shell gumnuts as a little family of glossy blackcockatoos shred the rough branches and cones of sheoaks.
We delight in seeing tiny microbats circling overhead on summer
nights and the little echidna that chased ant nests under our tents,
forcing us to build a wooden one up off the ground. And we marvel
that a wedge-tailed eagle feels safe enough to build her nest in
one of our gums.

So, it comes as a wrench when the safety of this place is violated.
Illegal hunting and shooting is escalating, with authorities seemingly
unable to stop attacks on native wildlife. We promised Winterbrae’s
creatures they would be safe here, but realising how vulnerable it is
we have had to find ways to better protect our property, including
through using signage, Conservation Agreements, infra-red trail
cameras to help prosecute offenders, and extending the safety of
our property into our neighbours’ areas.

worthless for farming but priceless for wildlife
We lived in an inner Perth suburb in an ex-War Services home,
close to everything including the noise and neighbours. We used
to go camping to get away and were always keeping an eye out
for a place where our future kids would be able to climb trees,
make cubbies and play in the mud.
One sodden, cold day we found an acre with a ‘renovators delight’,
complete with 35-metre native trees, a winter creek and the
foundations for our family.
Now, working with the pre-established tall timber we are developing
an understory to support a diverse range of native species we
can co-exist with.
Seeing nearby suburb developments flatten everything down to
sand and limestone, we felt compelled to preserve this bit of the
natural habitat we could in an increasingly fragmented area.

Backdoor scratching southern brown bandicoots, blue-tongue
lizards and many frogs also keep us entertained with their antics.
However, things don’t always run smoothly and we are challenged
in trying to use a natural solution to restore the much-eroded winter
creek that bursts its banks after infrequent but heavy rains.
We’ll persevere to stop the council just laying another 50 metres
of concrete riverbed as they have on an adjoining property.
We saw the Wildlife Land Trust sign on someone else’s gate
whilst dropping the kids off at school. A quick Google search
later and the principles and values of the program just seemed
to line up so well with ours. Simple to join and useful resources
to help us improve our land for the benefit of native wildlife.

Just 21 kilometres from the Perth CBD (as the crow flies) we are
visited by black cockatoos, pink and grey galahs, ring-necked
parrots (‘twenty-eights’ to the locals), spotted doves, rainbow
lorikeets, kookaburras, Australian wood ducks, New Holland
honeyeaters and many other, as yet unidentified, birds crowding
the trees.

Maxine and Jason Wilk
All Manor of George
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Above: Co-existence is ingrained at All Manor of George
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Below: A sanctuary namesake

Mick and Louise Cooper
Wombat Hill
TASMANIA
Realising we needed a better area to cater for wombats after
several years of caring for orphaned wildlife, we moved from
the Tasman Peninsular to our current home of Wombat Hill in
the Huon Valley six years ago.
One boundary fronts 250 metres of Crabtree Rivulet (a tributary
of Mountain River flowing to the Huon) with shaded banks and
permanent water, the riparian wet eucalypt woodland is in great
condition. It features some large gums and a good mix of understorey plants, fallen timber, woody debris and bark, creating
diverse wildlife habitat.
Species include resident platypus in the river, echidnas, Bennet’s
wallabies, pademelons, brushtail possums, bandicoots, snakes,
fairy wrens, masked owls, currawongs, and scarlet robins
which return each year. Pastured areas provide wildlife grazing
and foraging opportunities, and ongoing plantings of home
grown seedlings have had a good start thanks to tree guards.

The last few weeks have been quite busy and we’re both a bit
short of sleep having taken on Mary, a 65 gram brushtail possum
who needs feeding every 3.5 hours. A beautiful little lady with
attitude plus (but she does a good snuggle) and eyes just
starting to open. Retirement is not quite what I expected.

We also have a small herd of alpacas and two cows (hand raised
from week old calves), as well as our three year old Maremma
sheepdog Charlie. He gets on well with the alpacas and wildlife,
but cats domestic and feral are a different story.

We heard of the Wildlife Land Trust through our good friends and
dedicated wildlife carers Jude and Sacha of Wicked Wildlife
Sanctuary, and membership has allowed us to meet other likeminded people such as Graham McLean of Base Camp Tasmania.
Graham lives at Glenfern (which is not that far from here if you
are a crow) and has helped us with wombat releases. WLT
membership has also prompted us to introduce ourselves to
other local property owners, several of whom have shown
interest in joining the WLT.

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
It would be poetic to say we opened the gate, drove across the
cattle grid and began our new lives in Australia after moving from
Ethiopia earlier in the year. Poetic but untrue: there was no gate.
It, like so much we were confronted by on this property, had
disappeared long ago, a victim of overuse, disuse, disrepair or simple
neglect.
What does remain is a sizeable but terribly run-down house and
seven hectares of land. Babile consists of neither pasture nor woodland, and not even heath, but is a sad amalgam of all three. Blackberries, inkweed and a host of other invasive plant species are
thriving, just like the rabbits and foxes. But, along the creek there
is a strip of old eucalypts, a brave stand of tea trees holding their
own on the edge of one of the dams and, from the first moment,
the birdlife was immediately obvious.

for more trees, more grasses, more birds, more frogs and reptiles,
and hopefully more mammals (koalas and bare-nosed wombats
are active in the area).
Kicking the sand off our boots we wonder (worry) how long it will
take to achieve but our goal remains clear: to create a sanctuary
for people and wildlife. We are quickly trying to get up to speed with
native Australian fauna and flora to rehabilitate the land into a more
wildlife-friendly zone and, after discovering the Wildlife Land Trust
through work connections with Humane Society International, feel
we’ve found a program to help us get there.
We have started on a long-term and challenging journey and hope
you will share it with us.

The trees, birds and frogs resonated with us as they pointed towards
what we both felt: the place has potential—tons of it. The house has
to become our home and the land a source of sustenance for us,
but also for the wildlife. There is plenty of space and opportunity

our place has potential,
tons of it
Shelley Waterland and Stephen Brend
Babile
VICTORIA
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Above: Babile, a long way from pristine condition (and Ethiopia)

WLT GOES NORTH
BURRELL CREEK ESTATE

400+ hectares,
115+ species
In August we had the pleasure of welcoming the first Wildlife
Land Trust sanctuary from the Northern Territory: Ingrid Witte
and David Croft’s Burrell Creek Estate.
Located near Litchfield National Park, the property comprises
423 hectares of tropical savanna woodland, savanna escarpment,
ephemeral creek, and riparian vegetation types. Ingrid and David
intend to continue to enhance its natural biodiversity through
bush rehabilitation efforts and protection from mining and fire
mismanagement.
Over 115 wildlife species have been sighted at Burrell Creek Estate,
including antilopine kangaroos, northern brown bandicoots,
common wallaroos, Wilkins’ rock-wallabies, sugar gliders, blackfooted tree-rats, black and little red flying-foxes, red-cheeked
dunnarts, freshwater crocodiles, northern dtella, northern spinytailed geckos, northern dwarf tree frogs, flood plain toadlets,
rainbow bee-eaters, wedge-tailed eagles, tawny frogmouths and
lemon-breasted flycatchers.
Here’s hoping that Burrell Creek Estate is the first Northern
Territory WLT member of many.

US WLT SANCTUARY PROFILE
STICKEY WICKET WILDLIFE SANCTUARY

Bears without cares
Among the first Humane Society Wildlife Land Trust (HSWLT)* sanctuaries, the Stickey Wicket Wildlife Sanctuary in New Hampshire
was donated by HSWLT Board Member Barbara Birdsey in 1990. Since expanded to 155 hectares (thanks to David McLanahan) it has
become an important part of a corridor hosting transient species such as moose and coyotes.
The land is dominated by hardwood stands of white birch, American beech and sugar maple, with an unbroken canopy providing
habitat for migratory songbirds such as thrushes and warblers. Oaks and beeches provide masts for red and gray squirrels,
eastern chipmunks, black bears and white-tailed deer.
Year-round birds include chickadees, woodpeckers, nuthatches, evening grosbeaks, purple finches, blue jays and ruffed grouse.
White-footed mice, porcupines, red foxes and raccoons abound and there’s evidence of beaver activity.
*The founding affiliates of WLT Australia
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NEW ZEALAND WLT MEMBER, NORA SHAYEB

Far North Queensland tour

June 6: I set out on my grand tour to circumnavigate Australia, promoting The Wild State (the nature conservation organisation
I founded in 2012) and raising funds to purchase an Australian conservation property for wildlife by selling my Wildlings
sculptures. I was also interested in visiting other Wildlife Land Trust sanctuary owners while spreading word of the program.
Taking longer than anticipated to get ready (doesn’t it always), my little hatchback—named ‘Dimples’ due to her charming,
hailstone-induced character features—was packed to the roof with Wildings, a display cabinet, brochures and camping gear.
Evan Quartermain (WLT) had kindly asked Far North Queensland members if anyone would like to meet me and, in receipt of
five invitations, I set out with curiosity and joyful anticipation.
Having learned the hard way the value of more experienced people when it comes to nature conservation, I was looking
forward to talking to like-minded people and questioning them about the subject dearest to my heart: a holistic approach to
land and wildlife rehabilitation.
Having only recently arrived in Australia, my experience with its fauna and flora was limited—and I know what works in one
country can be a disaster in another. After all, it’s how we messed up our planet in the first place.

My first destination was Oakview Nature Refuge near Gympie (the
only stop not in the Far North). This was my third visit to Anne-Marie
Dineen, who introduced me to the WLT before I signed up my New
Zealand reserve.
She has become my guru for vegan food and my teacher for the
care of macropods. After 15 years of full-time wildlife caring AnneMarie has extensive experience and is happy to share it. I have the
deepest respect for her high standards and dedication to wildlife
care and nature conservation. She is a power house, tirelessly caring
for wildlife and teaching others about veganism.
rawfreshhealth.com
My next visit was to the Tolga Bat Hospital on the Atherton Tablelands.
I’d heard about Jenny Maclean’s fantastic work for our much misunderstood winged mammals, the bats. Her hospital is an impressively
well-designed and well-kept wildlife rehabilitation facility.
She offers highly educational tours of the hospital and I guarantee
that anyone thinking bats are disgusting will become a convert as
they are actually intelligent and lovable creatures that play a crucial
role in the health of ecosystems. tolgabathospital.org
My third stop was at Claire Baker and Marcus Achatz’s Sheoak
Ridge Nature Reserve at Mt Molloy. Their 67 hectare property is a
beacon of successful nature conservation, providing an important
riparian wildlife corridor that links Mowbray and Kuranda National
Parks in between two sugar cane farms.
Claire and Marcus took me on a tour of their property, where Marcus
explained his land rehabilitation strategy that avoids herbicide
spraying. And it works.
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Claire is an entomologist/zoologist (having worked with Sir David
Attenborough) and a dedicated wildlife carer with high standards.
It was great talking to her and seeing her work hard to provide only
the most ethical and quality care to wildlife. I highly recommend
signing up for one of their workshops. sheoakridge.com
Fourth on my list was Eagles Nest Wildlife Hospital in Ravenshoe.
As the opinionated German I confess to be, it’s always nice to meet
other outspoken Europeans and have a rave. Harry Kunz has no
fear to let anyone know what he thinks and doesn’t shy back from
taking on even the Australian government (good on you Harry).
His property is an island for wildlife in a suburban area of bare grass
lawns. The animal enclosures are so well designed, with integrated
natural features and plants, and are home to about 200 creatures.
I also had the rare chance to see the world’s only pair of albino bluewinged kookaburras. eaglesnestwildlifehospital.wordpress.com
Descending from the Atherton Tablelands, my fifth visit was
to Sylvia’s Retreat in Kuranda. Now here was a wonderful example
of how sanctuaries can be established on small properties.
Sylvia Walker’s love for nature and wildlife is instantly apparent upon
walking into her space. You can visually connect with nature from
every angle of her self-designed open-living house, and it feels like
you are part of the rainforest. Along with her fashion store, she cares
for native birds and liked my Wildlings sculptures enough to trial
them for a few days in her shop (as well as buying the platypus—
one more for The Wild State!) sandravidendesign.com
Heading to the Daintree, the world’s most ancient Rainforest, I took
up the invitation of yet more bat carers, Cheryll Williams and Tony

Young of the Licuala Wildlife Rescue Centre. Talk about rainforest
right in your face, at Licuala you can’t see the forest for the trees.

While there, Cheryll and Tony arranged for me to visit another WLT
member nearby, Prue Hewett of Cooper Creek Wilderness.

As we introduced ourselves, Mary the resident cassowary strolled
past and showed an unnerving interest in my toes. This really is a
‘batty’ household with spectacled flying-foxes hogging a big part
of the deck, which has been converted into a bat ‘jungle gym’.

Prue is the grey eminence in a family operated eco-tourism business
so it was interesting to hear her on the trials and tribulations over
21 years of establishing a business while rehabilitating the land.
I was intrigued to hear that weeds were not a problem: “The forest
excludes plants that are not adapted to closed-canopy existence
and don’t belong. The land will regenerate itself if you let it—it might
take time, but it will happen.”

I was fascinated to meet the different kinds and learn of their traits.
Like other wildlife carers I’ve met, Cheryll and Tony seem to work
exclusively for wildlife. Tony earns a living with guided nature walks
(informative but also very amusing) and Cheryll has been working
for decades on a series of ‘Medicinal Plants in Australia’ books, which
have earned rave reviews internationally and are sold on Amazon.
daintreewildliferescue.webs.com

Testament to her words, in 20 years at Cooper Creek the forest has
subsumed more than five hectares of once cleared farmland
through natural regrowth. ccwild.com

Top left: Cheryll Williams and Tony Young, Licuala
Wildlife Rescue Centre
Top centre: Sylvia’s Retreat
Top right: Harry Kunz and albino kookaburra, Eagles
Nest Wildlife Hospital
Middle left: Prue Hewett, Cooper Creek Wilderness
Middle: Jenny Maclean, Tolga Bat Hospital
Bottom left: Claire Baker, Sheoak Ridge Nature Reserve
Bottom right: Oakview Nature Refuge inhabitant

After 6 weeks it became apparent that a road trip was not the
most cost efficient way to raise funds for my project. And despite
loving it, I will restrict my excursions to more ‘strategic’ places.
Writing of the interesting conversations I had with my hosts
would make this a very long story, but three points stand out:
Lots of people prefer alternative, less invasive weed control
methods to pesticides. We have interfered with nature so
much that even with good intentions we risk doing more
damage than good;
So much unnecessary and avoidable damage is done to
wildlife by motor vehicles, cats and dogs (domestic too, not
just ferals) and barbed wire fences;
The government needs to recognise and support private
conservation efforts. People have a hard enough time financing
the work they do for nature, and the last thing they need is to

have it made more difficult. We need generous tax and rate rebates
for people doing work that should be done by our governments—
protecting the environment and educating people about
nature conservation.
With the precarious state this magnificent planet is in, I don’t
always find it easy to stay positive. Though having met these
WLT members—and knowing that there are many others also
battling to make our world a safer place for wildlife (often at great
cost)—encourages me to keep working on my own mission.
My heart-felt thanks to everyone who invited me in and spared
precious time to talk. You’re doing important work and I’m
honoured to be part of the WLT family. It was an educational
and heart-warming experience, and I hope I can soon welcome
you all to The Wild State: thewildstate.org.au

Thank you, Nora
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THREATENED ECOLOGICAL
COMMUNITY PROFILE

Regent parrot
The 2015 round of Humane Society International and the Wildlife Land Trust’s
scientific Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC
Act) Threatened Ecological Community (TEC) nomination program took a unique
approach through the preparation of a faunal-based submission for the Mallee
bird community of the Murray Darling Depression bioregion.
TEC nominations have traditionally been based on vegetation assemblages, but
our tact seeks to secure habitat for dozens of threatened bird species with tied
fates as the first listing of its kind. Our nomination, along with another for Ridged
plains mallee woodland, was successful in being included on the recently
announced Finalised Priority Assessment List.

Mallee bird community of the
Murray Darling Depression bioregion
The Mallee bird community of the Murray Darling Depression
bioregion is an ecological community defined by an assemblage
of over 20 terrestrial avian species and characterised by the presence
of their habitat. Key component species include the Mallee emu-wren
(Stipiturus mallee), malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata), regent parrot
(Polytelis anthopeplus monarchoides), western whipbird (Psophodes
nigrogularis leucogaster), and black-eared miner (Manorina melanotis),
all species that are listed as threatened species under the EPBC Act.
Our nomination recognises their shared fates and the need for allencompassing conservation strategies and actions.
Extensive habitat loss and degradation since European settlement
(primarily related to agricultural clearing) has seen many of the
floristic communities that are components of the ecological
community being severely fragmented and reduced in integrity. The
mosaic of scattered, often small and isolated patches of remnant
vegetation dispersed across the landscape has led to resident birds
becoming extremely susceptible to numerous threats due to their
restricted ranges and inability to recolonise degraded vegetation.
Past, present and ongoing threats to the Mallee bird community of
the Murray Darling Depression bioregion are numerous, and aside from
fragmentation through agricultural clearing include inappropriate
grazing and fire regimes, rising salinity levels and a range of invasive

species. However due to these combined impacts severely restricting
the distribution and functionality of the ecosystem, the current threat
of most significance is wildfire—given sufficient heat and frequency,
component species with particularly small ranges would be
eliminated from the landscape and thus existence.
The loss of the important ecological functions these bird species
perform could prevent vegetation from regenerating to its former
state, leaving the community susceptible to significant weed invasion.
The Mallee bird community of the Murray Darling Depression bioregion
is an ecosystem in the balance so our nomination seeks prioritisation
of conservation investment to improve its resilience to threats and
ensure the survival of its many threatened species.
Although a similar community is listed as threatened under the
Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 and many of the
component species already have legislative protection, the
ecological community would wholly benefit from national listing due
to the many shared threats and distributions of component species
spanning Victoria, South Australia and New South Wales.
The umbrella protection provided by an EPBC Act Threatened
Ecological Community listing is required as the most appropriate
and encompassing conservation mechanism.

Without protection under an EPBC Act Threatened Ecological Community
listing there is only danger ahead for the region’s birdlife
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THREATENED SPECIES PROFILE

Humane Society International and the Wildlife Land Trust have long been
involved with flying-fox conservation in Australia: from our nomination

that led to the grey-headed flying-fox becoming a nationally threatened
species in 2001, to more recent work in elevating the conservation status
of the spectacled flying-fox, and our ongoing involvement in the
NSW Flying-fox Consultative Committee.

Grey-headed and
spectacled flying-foxes

EXAGGERATED HEALTH CONCERNS

Listed as threatened under federal and various state laws, greyheaded flying-foxes are Australia's only endemic flying-fox and one
of the largest bats in the world. They weigh 600-1000 grams with a
length of 23-29 centimetres and, as per the name, their heads are
covered by light grey fur, with a collar of orange encircling the neck.
A diverse diet includes nectar and pollen from eucalypts, melaleucas
and banksias, and although they range from around Rockhampton
in Queensland to southern Victoria, only a small proportion is used
at any time due to selective foraging. Hence patterns of occurrence
and abundance vary widely between seasons and years.
Spectacled flying-foxes are so named due to the distinctive strawcoloured fur surrounding their eyes, and they typically have a length
of 15-24 centimetres and weigh 500-850 grams. Their Australian
distribution is restricted to north-eastern Queensland and, while
long assumed to feed primarily on rainforest species, they regularly
feed on a variety of species including eucalypts in tall open forests,
tropical woodland and savanna ecosystems. Although currently listed
as Vulnerable federally, a Humane Society International nomination
has prioritised an Endangered assessment.
Flying-foxes’ high mobility makes them important pollinators, vital
to the reproduction, regeneration and evolution of forest ecosystems.
They pollinate over far larger distances than birds or insects, and

are critical for coastal species only receptive to pollination at night.
Flying-fox camps can be viewed negatively by the public due to
exaggerated health concerns, however ineffective management
options such as dispersals are inappropriate due to significant stress
caused. Such options also ignore that the flying-foxes roost where
they do for a reason, having had habitat decimated by urban and
agricultural development.
An attraction to orchards has seen flying-foxes victim to crop
protection shooting for decades, but this practice recently stopped
when in July a NSW government commitment, tied to an orchardnetting subsidy program, halted licenced shooting for crop protection.
This practical solution has taken many years of work, with HSI/WLT
staff playing key roles.
In August the Queensland
Government reclassified
spectacled flying-foxes as
Vulnerable, meaning damage
mitigation permits for crop
protection shooting can no
longer be granted. Things
may be finally looking
up for flying-foxes.

KEEPING OUR EYES OPEN
The Department of Environment’s Referral guideline for management actions
in grey-headed and spectacled flying-fox camps, a long-awaited document
that sets rules for flying-fox camp management, was released during Wildlife
Lands 16 preparation. Despite an intention of ensuring no significant impacts
on flying-foxes due to camp management actions, we will be scrutinising it.

Grey-headed flyingfox and pup in full
flight, and an orphaned
spectacled flying-fox
in care at WLT refuge
Nightwings Rainforest
Centre.
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WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

Over 42,500 hectares of
wildlife friendly habitat
New sanctuaries
Existing members

WLT SANCTUARIES NOT ONLY PROTECT VAST AND
IMPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES, BUT ALSO THE SMALLER,
HUMBLER PLACES THAT PROVIDE FOR THE NEEDS OF
ALL WILDLIFE, RARE AND COMMON SPECIES ALIKE.
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SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

Queensland • Eight new sanctuaries, adding 1,165.41ha = 103 sanctuaries / 23,561ha
Tranquility

Sally Jenyns

22.24

Grantham

Whilalloo

Patricia Kelly

1067

Warroo

GeRu Wildlife Sanctuary

Wendy Garcia and Matt Haidn

16.3

Captain Creek

Clair-Bella

David and Susan Knight

3.47

Yerra

Lyn and Cliff's Refuge

Lyn and Cliff Willett

2.9

Pomona

The Tin Castle

Nickie and Malcolm Roach

19.5

Kalunga

Pantheist Heritage Wildlife Sanctuary

Brendon Crook

19

Tara

Nightwings Rainforest Centre

Annie Schoenberger

15

Wonga Beach

New South Wales • Fifteen new sanctuaries, adding 381.88ha = 147sanctuaries / 13,698ha
Kyirrie

Lynette Day and Keith Boundy

2.02

Falls Creek

Ray’s Refuge

Ray Bracken

1.215

Kincumber

Killawarra Nature Sanctuary

Julie Newton and Graham Beston

4.3

Killawarra

Urliup Farm

Bob and Kate Gibson

53

Urliup

Dingo Den Sanctuary

Joshua Said

0.2

Glenmore Park

The Bower

Evan Ahern

8

Lyrerie Wildlife Refuge

Ken and Rae Stewart

16.1

Budgong

Mumford’s

Ian and Miranda Mumford

1.215

Kincumber

Riversleigh Wildlife Refuge

Peter Kontis and Claire Cooper

Rebecca and Danielle's Refuge

Rebecca and Danielle Mulholland

St Yves

Warwick Biggs

9.5

Wollombi

Giba Khan

David and Joyce Turner

6.5

Kyogle

Burraburoo

Geoffrey and Maureen Snelgrove

21.9

Black Creek

Winterbrae

Scott Dibsdale & Sharyn Dray-Dibsdale

Olpoa Park

Bruce and Elise Porter

Upper Lansdowne

1.2

Queanbeyan

40.34

Grady’s Creek

40.39

Tomboye

176

Windellama

Victoria • Three new sanctuaries, adding 26.2ha = 33 sanctuaries / 1,318ha
Dingo Discovery Sanctuary

Peter and Lyn Watson

16

Toolern Vale

Shelley Waterland & Stephen Brend

Babile

7

Pearcedale

Sacred Mirring

Peter Hocking

3.2

Hamilton

7.5

Highland Valley

7.5

Howden

423

Adelaide River

South Australia • One new sanctuary, adding 7.5ha = 12 sanctuaries / 335ha
Michelle and Darren’s Refuge

Michelle Cox and Darren Pegram

Tasmania • One new sanctuary, adding 7.5ha = 14 sanctuaries / 494ha
Chris and Di’s Refuge

Christopher and Diana Carter

Northern Territory • One new sanctuary, adding 423ha
Burrell Creek Estate

Ingrid Witte and David Croft

Currently: Western Australia • 19 sanctuaries / 3,089ha
Australia: 329 Sanctuaries / 42,918ha
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Every hectare is a haven

The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is a very inclusive initiative,
as shown by the sizes, uses and locations of our members.
Whether your property is one or 1,000 hectares, a family home,
a working farm or one dedicated to conservation, you’ll be
making a positive difference for native wildlife and habitat
conservation by joining this like-minded network.

Join the

Wildlife
Land
Trust

The WLT encourages private landholders to become part of
this expanding habitat protection effort. The benefits include:
relating your sanctuary’s profile to like-minded people through
our newsletter and website; advice if your property comes
under threat of development; partnership in our nationwide
conservation programs; and WLT signage and a membership
certificate for your property.
The program is non-binding and risk-free; there are no costs
or legal obligations. And it complements any existing or future
agreements you make to protect your land. Learn more about
this exciting program at wildlifelandtrust.org.au and also visit
the US-based WLT site at hswlt.org

Be part of Australia’s contribution
to an international network of
wildlife sanctuaries.
There are no costs or legal concerns,
just a lot of satisfaction.

Or give Senior Program Manager Evan Quartermain a call on
1800 333 737 or email him at: evan@hsi.org.au
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Like to support the WLT?

Card number:

I wish to make a tax deductible donation of:

Name on card:

$1000

$500

$250

$100

$50

$25 Other: $

Expiry date:

Address:
Postcode:

I am paying by:
Mastercard

Visa

American Express

Cheque

Email:

Money Order

Phone:

Signature

Please mail to: Humane Society International PO Box 439 Avalon, NSW 2107 or donate by telephone (freecall 1800 333 737 ) or visit: www.hsi.org.au

Our mission: Wildlife Land Trust Australia supports landholders to protect
wildlife, and preserves natural habitats and permanent sanctuaries.
Our goal: To protect one million acres of wildlife habitat in Australia and
expand partnerships throughout Africa, India, Asia and globally.
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facebook.com/wltau

twitter.com/wlt_au

Wildlife Land Trust
PO Box 439
Avalon NSW 2107 Australia
Email: wlt@hsi.org.au
www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au
www.hswlt.org
Tel: +61-2 9973 1728
Fax: +61-2 9973 1729
ISBN 978-0-9925571-8-8

